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Required Reading: <All are these in one file under the name “Plate…”) 

 Richard H. Davis, Excerpt from Lives of Indian Images, in Religion, Art, & Visual 

  Culture: A Cross-Cultural Reader, ed. S. Brent Plate (New York:   

  Palgrave, 2002), 176-181. 

 Diana L. Eck, Excerpt from Darshan, in Religion, Art, & Visual Culture: A  

  Cross-Cultural Reader, ed. S. Brent Plate (New York: Palgrave,  

  2002),171-176.  

 John Stratton Hawley, Excerpt from the prologue to Devi: Goddess of India, In  

  Religion, Art, & Visual Culture: A Cross-Cultural Reader, ed. S. Brent  

  Plate (New York: Palgrave, 2002), 182-187. 

 Philip Lutgendorf, “All in the (Raghu) Family,” in Religion, Art, & Visual   

  Culture: A Cross-Cultural Reader, ed. S. Brent Plate (New York:   

  Palgrave, 2002),187-193. 

 

Video: Indian Religions 

 

VOCABULARY WORDS 

Give the best definition you can for the following terms. Write down the page 

number/time mark where you found your answer. If you looked additionally beyond our 

class resources, cite this source as well.    

 

Darshan- 

 

Darshan Dena- 

 

Darshan Lena- 

 

Atman- 

 

Moksha- 

 

Maya- 

 

Samsara- 

 

Atman-  

 

Brahman- 

 

Nirvana- 



REVIEW ACTIVITY (not required) 

Fill in the blanks: Some words are used more than once. 

 

Indian religions are all about seeing(___________) the absoluteness of the self (_______) 

at rest (___________) from the quixotic pursuit of the illusionary (_________). This 

brings about a release (______________) from persistent suffering (_________) and the 

union of the absoluteness of the self (___________) with the absoluteness of the universe 

(_______________), a state where all urges are quenched (____________). 

 

ARGUMENT STRUCTURE 

List the following introductory elements.  Where possible quote the author; otherwise, 

paraphrase and/or surmise. Include the page number where you found each part.  

If you’re not sure what these terms mean, review the Get to the Point Introductions video. 

 

 

Topic: 

 

Research Question (implied or explicit): 

 

Thesis Statement:  

 

 

 

DIALECTICAL JOURNAL 

The dialectical journal encourages the reader to critically engage a text. As you read, 

you will locate quotations to think about more deeply. For a total of at least five entries, 

you will select passages you deem noteworthy. You will list whether it functions as 

assertion, commentary, or evidence in the author’s larger argument. And you will explain 

why the passage is significant to your understanding of our course topic (e.g ethnicity, 

gender, and religion). You may also explain why you take issue with the passage in light 

of our course topic and/or the author’s larger argument (e.g. logical fallacy). If you do 

not understand assertion, commentary, review the Writing Like an ACE video. 

 

Selected Passage Pg # Author’s 

A-C-E? 

Why Critically Significant? 

    

    

    

    

    

 

SMART QUESTIONS 

You must ask at least three different Smart Questions. At least two must engage the 

reading. Any additional may come from the reading, lecture video, or theory video.   

You must refer to a page # or time stamp putting forward your question. And you must 

explain what you think the answer may be. 



 

(1) I don’t understand ___________________________ [part, idea]. (pg #) 

 

(2) I don’t understand ___________________________ [vocabulary word]. (pg #) 

*Please consult a dictionary/encyclopedia before saying you don’t understand. 

 

(3) Prof. Newton, could you repeat __________________________[part, idea]. (pg #) 

 

(4) How did you (Prof. Newton) or _________________(author) come to this 

conclusion about ___________________________ [part, idea]. (pg #) 

 

 

(5) Why did you (Prof. Newton) or _________________(author) [say,do] 

_______________________________ [idea, step]? (pg #) 

 

(6) Could you clarify this _____________________ [part, step, question]? (pg #) 

*Ways of clarifying= repeat, restate, etc.  


